Grades 6-8 2019-2020 Suggested Supply List

ON THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL, ALL STUDENTS MUST BRING:

- 24 Colored pencils
- Pre Sharpened pencils
- Highlighters (3 colors)
- Scissors
- Ruler
- Glue sticks
- Post-its (2-inch square)
- 3 Kleenex
- 3 Clorox wipes

ITEMS TO BE BROUGHT TO ALL CLASSES DAILY

- 24 Colored pencils
- Pre Sharpened pencils
- Highlighters (3 colors)
- Scissors
- Ruler
- Glue sticks
- Post-its (2-inch square)

In addition to the items above:

Incoming 6th

CORE/Wheel:
1. One three-ring binder (1 inch or 1.5 inch - hard or flexible)
2. 10- subject dividers for the binder (with or without pockets)
3. 2 reams of college-ruled lined notebook paper.
4. Scotch tape.
5. Black/blue ballpoint or felt tip (flair) pens. No pens with clickers or buttons.
6. A pencil pouch (not a hard shell pencil box in order to save backpack space)

Math: Two composition books, tape, a colored pen for correcting work, a whiteboard marker, a folder, sticky notes and graph paper.

Science: One composition book with at least 70 pages. Pages must be securely attached, NOT perforated or spiral bound.

Incoming 7th graders:

History: two single subject notebooks, 1-inch 3 ring binder (hard or flexible cover)
English: two single subject notebooks
Math: One composition book, a colored pen for correcting work, a whiteboard marker, a folder, and binder paper.
Science: One composition book with at least 70 pages. Pages must be securely attached, NOT perforated or spiral bound.

Incoming 8th graders:

History: 2-inch 3 ring binder (hard or flexible cover), binder paper, tab post-its
English: one single subject notebook, one composition book
Math: One composition book, a colored pen for correcting work, a whiteboard marker, a folder, and binder paper.
Science: One composition book with at least 70 pages. Pages must be securely
attached, NOT perforated or spiral bound.  
**ONLY for those students enrolled in French 1**: One single subject college-ruled notebook, a folder with pockets, and 1 pack of college-ruled binder paper.